Question
No.
Q1

Respondent / Offeror Question

COPERS Response

Does COPERS have office space available
for the Imaging Backfile related work?

Yes. COPERS will provide sufficient office
space for this effort. Currently COPERS is
planning to provide a room within their office that
is approximately 300sqft.
Vendors should provide any additional details
and/or needs in their proposal for any additional
room / space requirements.

Q2

Will COPERS be providing basic office
furniture (i.e., desks, chairs, etc.) for the
Imaging Backfile related work?

Yes. COPERS will provide office furniture for
this effort. Currently COPERS is renovating one
of their conference rooms and will at least 2
desks and at least 4-chairs, etc. available for
vendor use.
Vendors should provide any additional details
and/or needs in their proposal for any additional
office furniture required.

Q3

We assume that the vendor will need to
bring their own workstations, monitors,
scanners, etc. for the Imaging Backfile
related work?

Yes that is correct.

Q4

Does COPERS want the Cost / Pricing
information to include or exclude taxes in
the quote?

Cost/Pricing should include taxes in the quote.

Q5

Are there any requirements or expectations
concerning vendor work that may be
performed offsite, offshore, internationally,
China, etc.?

COPERS has no requirements regarding
offshore or international based work / services.
The main contact must be in the Northern
America.
However, Exhibit C has a requirement related to
Hosting and Data; and requires that data must
stay within the United States and Canada.

Q6

Does COPERS have any expectations as
to the overall length / term of the
implementation project / contract?

COPERS from a contract perspective has
included details requiring a five (5) year term
agreement.
COPERS has included details as to proposed
phase names and the sequence of those
phases.
However COPERS has no set requirements
regarding the overall length / timeframe of the
implementation project.

Q7

What is the current legacy system in use by
COPERS today?

COPERS two primary systems are LRS
PensionGold and Oracle / PeopleSoft eCHRIS.
The COPERS RFP has additional details about
these system on Page 50; section “Current
State”.

